
(copy in employee records) 

 
 

[Company letterhead] 
 
 
(Employee name & Address)        [Date] 
 
 
Dear [Employee name] 
 
Summary Dismissal for Serious Misconduct 
 
I refer to the discussion with you on [insert date] with [insert names of people who were in 
attendance, specifically noting any support person present].  In particular, I refer to our 
discussions about [insert details of serious misconduct event/issue]. 
 
During the meeting you were given an opportunity to respond, including the opportunity to 
provide your version of events, any explanations for your conduct, and any other 
information you believe we should consider before deciding whether or not to terminate 
your employment with immediate effect. [It is important when considering responses to 
determine whether the behaviour was “wilful or deliberate” – which is a criteria for serious 
misconduct]. 
 
After consideration of all the available information, including your responses, a conclusion 
has been reached that you wilfully or deliberately [insert misconduct details], and that these 
actions [insert one/more of the following relevant types of serious misconduct:  

1. caused a serious and imminent risk to the health and safety of another person 
2. caused a serious and imminent risk to the reputation/viability/profitability of the 

business 
3.  Involved theft/fraud/assault].   
4. [Insert any additional information relevant to demonstrating that the behaviour was 

wilful and deliberate serious misconduct]. 
 This amounts to serious misconduct, which cannot be tolerated by [name of Company). 
 
Due to your serious misconduct, a decision has been made to terminate your employment 
effective immediately. You are required to return all of [the Company’s] belongings [insert 
list if appropriate] to [insert nominated person’s name] by [insert date and time]. 
 
In accordance with the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth), notice payments do not apply to dismissal 
for serious misconduct. You will be paid wages for work performed up to and including 
today. [Full time and part time employees will be entitled to payment for any outstanding 
annual leave, and depending on years of service, the employee may also be entitled to 
payment of outstanding long service leave].  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
[Name] 
[Position] 


